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YOUTH EXPLORER    VOYAGE PROGRAM 2011

Leeuwin Ocean Adventure Foundation is offering a limited number of 
voyages in 2011.  Please register your interest as early as possible to 
avoid disappointment.

What are the outcomes of the voyages?
The Youth Explorer voyages allow young people to experience a 
unique,  challenging and inspirational ocean adventure that increases 
self awareness, develops communication, teamwork and leadership 
skills, and creates a strong sense of community. The voyage program 
outcomes are the same for each voyage, regardless of dates or 
destination.

Who Can Sail?
•	 Youth Explorer Voyages are open to any young person aged 14 to 25. For adults who would like to join us on an 
	 ocean	adventure,	please	contact	the	office	for	more	information.
•	 Ultimate Challenges	are	ocean	adventure	voyages	specifically	designed	for	young	people	with	limitations	that	prevent	 
 them from participating on a standard program. Participants have the opportunity to experience the thrill of tall ship  
	 sailing	in	a	safe,	supportive	environment.	Individuals	meet	new	friends,	learn	new	skills	and	increase	self-confidence	 
 on this exciting 5-day adventure.

What happens after a voyage?
Anyone who sails with the Foundation is able to return as a volunteer.  
This	may	be	on	another	voyage,	short	sail,	in	the	office,	or	even	during	
refit	 time.	As	a	not	 for	profit	 foundation,	we	 rely	on	 the	support	of	all	
our volunteers to donate their time and skills when they can. If you are 
a student that needs to complete community service requirements, 
volunteering at the Foundation may be a great option for you.

Curriculum Council Endorsement
For Western Australian students who are in year 10, 11, or 12, sailing on 
any of these voyages can count as one unit towards their studies. The voyages are endorsed by the Curriculum Council as 
a Personal Development Program. Completion of a voyage and portfolio of work, once achieved, earns a student 5 points 
towards	their	Western	Australian	Certificate	of	Education	(WACE).	A	student	must	enrol	in	the	endorsed	program	through	
their	school.	For	more	information	on	the	endorsed	program,	please	contact	the	office.

How much are the voyages?
The voyages are run at a cost recovery basis. Most voyages are 7 days in length and cost $1800 per head. This includes 
all	sail	training,	any	shore	visits	(weather	permitting),	use	of	wet	weather	gear,	accommodation	and	all	meals	onboard.	
Transport to and from the ship are not included in the voyage fare. For tips on how to raise your voyage fare, please 
contact	the	office	or	go	to www.sailleeuwin.com 

How do I book my place on a voyage?
You	will	have	to	fill	out	a	reservation	and	medical	form.	As	there	are	a	limited	number	of	voyages,	you	will	have	to	elect	
your top three voyage choices. Keep in mind that the Leeuwin II will not be sailing from mid June to August as the ship 
will	be	under	refit.	

Can I book a group for a voyage?
Yes.	If	you	would	like	to	book	a	group	of	young	people	to	join	us	on	a	voyage,	please	contact	the	office.	For	every	ten	
young people who sail with us on one voyage, an adult can accompany the students at no charge. If you would prefer a 
private charter, the ship can cater a voyage for up to 40 passengers.  

 
 

 
  

Leeuwin Ocean Adventure Foundation
Postal: PO BOX 1100, FREMANTLE WA 6959

Address: B Berth, Peter Hughes Drive, FREMANTLE, WA 6160
Phone: 9430 4105   Fax: 9430 4494   Email: office@sailleeuwin.com 

www.sailleeuwin.com



YOUTH EXPLORER    VOYAGE PROGRAM 2011

VOYAGE  NAME    DEPARTURE ARRIVAL  FARE
NUMBER

11/01  Youth Explorer Voyage 1  SUN 2 JAN    SUN 08 JAN    $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE

11/02  Youth Explorer Voyage 2  TUE 18 JAN  MON 24 JAN  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE

11/03  Youth Explorer Voyage 3  WED 09 FEB  TUE 15 FEB  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE

11/04  Youth Explorer Voyage 4  WED 23 FEB  TUE 1 MAR  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE 

11/05  Ultimate Challenge I   MON 14 MAR  FRI 18 MAR  $1350 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE

11/06  Youth Explorer Voyage 6  MON 28 MAR  SUN 3 APR  $1800  
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE

11/07  Youth Explorer Voyage 7  MON 04 APR  SUN 10 APR  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE

11/08  Youth Explorer Voyage 8  FRI 22 APR  THU 28 APR  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  MONKEY MIA *Via abrolhos islands

11/09  Youth Explorer Voyage 9  SUN 5 JUN  SAT 11 JUN  $1800 
       MONKEY MIA  FREMANTLE  *Via abrolhos islands

11/10  Youth Explorer Voyage 10  SUN 18 SEP  SAT 24 SEP  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE

11/11  Youth Explorer Voyage 11  SAT 1 OCT  FRI 7 OCT  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE

11/12  Youth Explorer Voyage 12  SUN 9 OCT  SAT 15 OCT  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE 

11/13  Youth Explorer Voyage 13  SUN 16 OCT  SAT 22 OCT  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE 

11/14  Youth Explorer Voyage 14  SUN 6 NOV  SAT 12 NOV  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE 

11/15  Youth Explorer Voyage 15  TUE 15 NOV  MON 21 NOV  $1800 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE 

11/16  Ultimate Challenge II    MON 28 NOV  FRI 2 DEC  $1350 
       FREMANTLE  FREMANTLE 

FULLY BOOKED
FULLY BOOKED

FULLY BOOKED



YOUTH

Outward Bound has been inspiring young people since its inception. We 
have helped thousands of young people discover the greatness that is 
inherent within them. Outward Bound's Youth programs aim to provide 
young people with the confidence, resilience and life-skills required to 
make their transition into adulthood. We offer programs year-round in 
various locations. Contact us to help select the right course for you. 
 

The Navigator Course - Preparing Youth for Life (12 days) 

Who it's for: Young people aged 15 - 18 years

What it is: 12 day journey of self-discovery

When it's on: All year round

Where it's held: The great Aussie wilderness

The end of school is exciting but it can also be a confusing and challenging time.

What inspires you? What's your 'true North'? If you're just starting to think about your career or study path, don't make a 
decision until you learn more about the strengths and abilities you may not even know you have.

Through adventure, laughter and some one-on-one with the wilderness, the Navigator Course will give you personal motivation 
and confidence and provide you with the skills to map your journey of self-discovery! You'll find you're capable of more than you 
thought possible.

The Navigator Course is 12-day personal development experience full of adventure, wilderness, new friends and fun, whilst 
discovering and developing your potential! You will learn things about yourself you could never learn in a classroom. The focus 
is on you, however, you will share your adventure with other young adults in a close social group.

Get a head start by adding an Outward Bound certificate to your resume. Completing this course is a great achievement. It aims 
to provide a greater sense of self and the ability to face the future with confidence, resourcefulness and a determination to 
succeed in whatever you decide to do.
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You will be picked up from a central designated meeting place in close proximity to the course location, and dropped off at an 
agreed departure point at the completion of your course.

Investment: AUD$1,875 All Inclusive

Early bird and Alumni discounts available

The benefits of an Outward Bound Course are amazing. 
 

I believe anyone who goes through such a self-reflecting experience will return with an incredible sense of 
self-awareness that strengthens your perceptions of the world despite the influence of society. 
Robbie Gladman - Navigator Graduate

  

Enrol Now

Essential Information 

Essential Information - What to bring; What Outward Bound provides; Participant Safety.•
Enrolment Conditions•
Frequently Asked Questions•
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